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Your Management Team

Ist Row L to R:
Corleen Winn, Vice President of Security/Fraud, Debra Philpott, Vice President of Member Services, Lisa Favret, Walton Branch Manager
Susan Olmstead, Assistant Vice President of Compliance and Training, Cynthia Pinney, Delhi Branch Manager,
Sandra Eighmey, Vice President of Branch Operations, Sue Huntress, Hancock Branch Manager
2nd Row L to R:
Noel Goodspeed, Senior Vice President/Chief Information Officer, Pamela Conklin, Oneonta-Oneida Street Branch Manager, Sharon Hayes, Greene
Branch Manager, Shirley Cumm, Vice President of Human Resources, Jeanna Thompson, Assistant Vice President of Service and Sales/E-Services Center
Cheryl Dann, Bainbridge Branch Manager, Eric Creveling, Norwich Branch Manager
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Back Row L to R:
Sean Fogarty, Vice President of Finance, David Rutenber, Vice President of Information Systems, Beth Goetz, Oneonta-Market Street Branch Manager
Rebecca LaRose, Vice President of Lending, Keith May, Vice President of Marketing, James Doig, President/CEO

The Digital World
Historically, member transactions
were almost exclusively
processed over the teller counter.
.
Then the Internet
came along, and
the Digital Age was born. The
online banking industry has
experienced a dramatic
transformation. In addition to
transferring money, bills can be
paid online, budgets and savings
goals can be created, and checks
can be deposited remotely.
With each new feature that is
added, more members are
utilizing online banking for their
financial needs. Of our 47,530
members, 25,569 are online
banking users as of 12/31/2017. In recent years, as mobile devices have become more main stream, sfcu has
experienced a shift in devices used to access online banking. For the first time mobile users outnumber PC/MAC
desktop users.
March 2017 marked the one-year anniversary of the sfcu E-Services Department. The goal of the department is to
offer members the latest online banking features while providing outstanding support. Some new services that went
live in 2017 included Quick Login, Balance Peek, and Account to Account Transfer. Quick Login allows members to
log in to the mobile app using a 4-digit PIN or a finger print (Touch ID) instead of using their regular online banking
password. The PIN/Touch ID only works while accessing the mobile app on the device it is setup on. Balance Peek
allows users to view balances of selected accounts without logging in. To access, members select the link at the login
screen on their mobile device, or via a Smart Watch App (Apple Watch or Android Wear devices only).
Account to Account (A2A) Transfer allows members to setup a savings or checking account they own at another
financial institution, so transfers can be made between their sfcu account and their other financial institution account.
Once the setup is complete, they can use the Transfer
Widget to easily transfer funds between institutions. The
CONTENTS
transfer is processed electronically via ACH within 1-2
business days.
Board of Directors.....................................Pg. 2
With all the new online banking features, the E-Services
Department scheduled community training classes
throughout 2017. Classes were held in Sidney, Walton,
Oneonta, and Norwich to assist members with their online
banking questions. Participants were very engaged asking
great questions. We were able to provide a hands on
learning experience to cover logging in, Online Banking
navigation, Acculynk (person to person payments),
BillPayer and more.
Submitted by Stacey Flanagan, E-Services Manager
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Chairman’s
Report

2017

Scott H. McLean

I am pleased to report that 2017 was another successful year for sfcu. In a financial climate that includes interest rate uncertainty,
slow economic growth, and the ever-increasing weight of compliance, the credit union continues to perform well against our peers in
the industry.
In early 2015, sfcu received approval to expand our field of membership from, Delaware, Chenango and Otsego Counties to now
include counties of Fulton, Madison, Montgomery, Schoharie, Sullivan, Wayne, and parts of Broome, Herkimer and Oneida. We are
proceeding carefully with our new service areas, focusing first on auto loan programs. We are off to a solid start with these programs
and have also gained market insight and experience that will be critical in determining the most advantageous delivery models and
sites for future growth in these markets.
Wayne King, our Board Chair since 2014, announced at the Annual Meeting in March his decision to step down as Board Chair. We
are very grateful to Wayne for the countless hours of dedicated service he has given to sfcu and the credit union movement. We are
also pleased that Wayne has agreed to continue on as a Director on the Board.
In the fall of 2017, James Doig, our CEO since 1997, announced his plans to retire at the end of 2018. Jim has guided the Sidney
Federal Credit Union through significant growth and expansion. Under his leadership, sfcu has grown in assets from $117 million to
$460 million, added 2 new branches, new branch buildings in Hancock and Delhi and a new headquarters in Sidney. Through all
these changes, Jim has worked steadfastly to ensure that the management, staff, and volunteers of sfcu always remain focused on
maintaining financial stability, offering state-of-the-art products and services and providing superior member service. Jim’s
commitment to serving the communities in our field of membership as well as working tirelessly in support of the credit union
movement, sets a high standard for us all to strive toward. We wish Jim nothing but the best in his well-earned retirement.
A coordinated effort between the Board of Directors, sfcu management and staff, and an executive search firm experienced in the
financial services industry, is well underway to select a new CEO to lead us into the future. We are blessed with strong and
experienced management and staff who, along with our new CEO, will leave sfcu well equipped to meet the challenges of the future.
Two years into our new core system, sfcu is now concentrating on leveraging the expanded capabilities of our new system to improve
the efficiency of our processes and, more importantly, to Make Banking Easier for our present and future members.
Through all these changes, we remain forever committed to offering our members, SUPERIOR SERVICE, ANYTIME,
ANYWHERE!

Scott H. McLean, Chair of the Board
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President’s
Report

2017

James A. Doig

It seems like 2017 may be recognized as the year of the tweets. As we’ve come to learn, President Trump has a great affinity
for using that social media channel to communicate and share his thoughts, no matter how unabashedly. Whether you agree
or disagree with either his method or content, there’s little doubt that he intends to continue. In a sense, what President
Trump is doing represents trends in the real world that now impact our everyday lives, including the way we communicate
and choose to do business. I’m referring to the adoption of social media and digital “everything.”
Many of us can remember, not too many years ago, how cool it was to use a plastic card, punch a few numbers into a
machine, and actually get cash out of an ATM. ATMs are still around, though they’ve become much more sophisticated and
multi-functional. They’ve been joined by PCs, tablets and especially smartphones, resulting in banking capability that allows
us to do almost any kind of transaction in the palm of our hand. The prediction of checks being dead has been far from
completely accurate, but we are certainly seeing their use decline, supplanted by online and digital banking.
Keeping pace with all the advances is a real exciting ride, and I’m very happy to report that sfcu has continued to invest in
hardware, software, and business partners that allow our members to take advantage of almost any and all electronic service
that they wish. Members can look up balances, transfer funds among their accounts, transfer money to other financial
institutions, send money to family and friends, deposit a check through a picture on their mobile phone, and so much more.
And they can help protect themselves by setting up alerts that will tell them of any transaction that takes place within the
threshold that they themselves set.
So where is banking headed? What we know from the last few year’s experience is that it’s becoming more remote, with
consumer preference often being to transact as much business as possible from a smartphone, especially among younger
generations. Many in this market segment rarely step foot into an actual branch, which is the place almost all transactions
took place not long ago. Information is found on websites, and transactions take place through apps that are offered by
essentially all financial institutions. Personal service is still vitally important, but technological capability has become the
driving force. Even branches are being re-shaped as a result. Call centers are being expanded, and branches are being
downsized from both a physical and staffing perspective, as these delivery channels shift in response to member demand.
Unfortunately, technology doesn’t make things easier for just the average consumer. With so much business being done
electronically, the bad guys have kept upping their game to take advantage of vulnerabilities in whatever systems they can get
into. Several times a year we read about another breach in some major business’ database. While there are no ironclad
guarantees, we invest a great deal of resources in protecting our members’ data. Just one example of that is the total reissue
of credit and debit cards earlier in the year. All Visa cards were replaced with new MasterCards with advanced security
features, most notably including an EMV chip that generates a unique code with every transaction, adding a new layer of
protection for our members.
sfcu continues to evolve to keep pace in our digital world. But there have been many other factors in 2017 that have had a
continued on page 6
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(continued)

great deal of influence on our business and on our economy.
After nearly a decade of record low rates, the Federal Reserve began slowly increasing base rates, that eventually have impact
on almost all other rates that drive our business. Interestingly enough, we saw three increases from our central bank last year,
but haven’t seen much of a corresponding increase in consumer rates, either on the deposit or loan side. It’s unlikely that
phenomenon can hold true for an extended time, however. The Fed is projected to increase rates at least three, and maybe
four times in 2018, and sooner or later, something’s got to give. Net interest rate margins have gotten tighter and tighter over
the years, so it remains to be seen how that spread will be affected, depending on whether deposit or loan rates move up first.
sfcu watches these trends very closely, and our balance sheet is positioned to protect the credit union in either eventuality.
We’ve seen the stock market on a tear this year, growing roughly 25%. Though the credit union doesn’t have any direct
investments in stocks, this healthy increase has had a huge impact on the economy as a whole, including other investment
vehicles. Workers with a 401K or other similar plan enjoyed terrific growth in their nest eggs.
Towards the end of the year, Congress performed a major overhaul of our tax code. As a not-for-profit business, sfcu isn’t
subject to income taxes, so we won’t experience any major direct changes in our business model. Most consumers, on the
other hand, are projected to save healthy amounts in their tax liabilities, which should bolster consumer confidence and
spending. Taxable businesses should also see some noticeable tax savings. Specifically, banks in general should see reduced
tax liability. We need to follow any trends resulting from that closely, to see how they put these savings to use.
We frequently complain of the regulatory burden on our industry. It drives up the cost of doing business, and unfortunately
often adversely affects the consumers that these same regulations are designed to protect. 2017 saw the sudden end of an era
when Richard Cordray, the sole Executive Director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau since its inception,
unexpectedly resigned to pursue other political interests. A permanent replacement has yet to be named, but the interim
Director is known to be more free market oriented. Will the change(s) help reduce some regulations? We’re optimistic, but
also recognize how difficult legislative change can be.
A few years ago, sfcu was granted a charter expansion by NCUA, which will allow us to continue to grow, and bring our
products and services to more potential members. We’ve been cautious about our approach in cultivating this new market.
There are no large population bases in this area, and to invest over a million dollars to build a new branch in an unproven area
borders on the reckless. We’ve determined that a much more sound approach is to hire a representative of the credit union to
add dealers to our indirect program, which will give us exposure in the new areas, and help us zero in on a suitable location
for a branch. In the spring, we hired an Indirect Specialist who has done an outstanding job bringing new dealers, and new
members, into our program. We now have over 30 dealers in our new field of membership, and these relationships have
resulted in a very much desired new source of loan activity.
Loan growth continues to be a focus for our credit union, and we’ve seen very rewarding results from several loan promotions
throughout the year. Loans by themselves don’t determine the reputation of the credit union, however. Our people do. And
that includes over 160 employees, as well as 12 dedicated Volunteers who give of their time to represent our membership and
help make sure we’re headed in the right direction. We’re very fortunate to have both staff and Volunteers who care deeply
about our members, as well as each other, and go to great lengths to make sure sfcu provides the best service and financial
products we can to our entire membership. As long as we don’t lose sight of why we’re here, and invest our resources wisely
on behalf of our members, sfcu will continue to have a very bright and rewarding future.

James A. Doig, President/CEO
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Treasurer’s
Report

2017

Carol Bishop

In 2017, sfcu achieved a return on assets of 0.71% indicating the organization’s ability to maintain healthy income
levels with $13.5 million of earnings from loans and income on investments totaling over $3.1 million. Gross income
from all sources exceeded $25.2 million for the year while operating expenses were $21.1 million. Overall, sfcu’s net
income from operations totaled $4.1 million for 2017 of which $897,000 (or 22%) was returned to members in the form
of dividends.
During 2017, sfcu’s assets grew to $463.7 million as of December 31 representing an increase of $18.5 million or 4.2%
from the prior year ending December 31, 2016. The change is due primarily to increases in both loans to members and
investments totaling $263.7 million and $163.4 million respectively at the end of 2017. In addition, member deposits
increased $15.1 million or 3.9% from the prior year with a balance at year-end of $398.1 million.
Two other important indicators of sfcu’s financial health are the loan-to-share ratio and net worth ratio. As of December
31, 2017, sfcu’s loan-to-share ratio of 66.2% signifies a strong ability to loan money in comparison to member deposits.
Net worth ratio is a measure of the credit union’s ability to sustain fluctuations in earnings and at 13.4% at the end of
2017 was above the national average for credit unions of our size.
Maintaining a stable earnings position allows sfcu to meet current operating needs, pay member dividends and maintain
a strong capital position while also providing strategic investments in the development of new and enhanced services to
meet the ever changing needs of our members.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, Supervisory Committee, Management, and Staff, I wish to thank all sfcu members
for their confidence and loyalty over the past year. We appreciate the opportunity to serve our valued members’ financial
needs.

Carol Bishop
Treasurer
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Sidney Federal Credit Union
68th Annual Meeting
March 25, 2017
Sidney Federal Credit Union
Sidney, NY

Minutes 2017
Annual Meeting

Board Members Present:
L. Wayne King
Scott McLean
Kelley Eckmair
Carol Bishop
Daniel Bartz
Paul Adamo

James Doig: President/CEO

Absent: Jeannette Gliha
The Annual Meeting of the Sidney Federal Credit Union was called to order at 10:10 a.m. by Chairman L. Wayne King who established that
there was a quorum present.
Motion was made by Keith May and seconded by Joe Bianchi to approve the minutes of the 67th Annual Meeting of the Sidney Federal
Credit Union as presented. Motion carried.
Motion was made by Noel Goodspeed and seconded by Joe Bianchi to accept the President’s, Chairman of the Board, and Treasurer’s
Reports as presented in the Annual Report. Motion carried.
Jim Guerriere, Chair of the Supervisory Committee introduced the other Supervisory Committee members in attendance; Joseph Bianchi,
Rosemary Fisher and Gail Hoffman, and noted that the other member of the Supervisory Committee who was not able to join us today is
Kyle Westcott.
He reported that together with the assistance of credit union staff, the Supervisory Committee conducts monthly meetings to review and
make certain all checks and balances are in place, proper procedures are being followed in order to secure the safety of our members’ assets,
accounts are verified annually, and cash counts are conducted throughout the year. Although there were no material exceptions noted during
the 2016 audit, management reports to the Supervisory Committee quarterly on the status of all recommendations, and the Supervisory
Committee ensures independent audits are performed annually as well as assists any outside auditors when and where appropriate.
Jim also reported that in 2016, the credit union utilized the services of Firley, Moran, Freer & Eassa to perform audits of the 401K Audited
Financial Statements, ACH, Bank Secrecy Act, and are in the midst of the 2016 financial year-end statement audit. Additionally, the
Bonadio Group was engaged for 2015 thru 2017 to fulfill our internal audit needs; quarterly Bonadio performs internal audits per a
Supervisory Committee approved schedule. The Supervisory Committee also reviewed the NCUA Examination results.
Jim then thanked the credit union staff who assist the Supervisory Committee, along with Anne Mott who coordinates the annual audits and
works closely with the auditors and NCUA Examiners.
At that time, Daniel Bartz, for the Nominating Committee reported that no other nominations for the Sidney Federal Credit Union Board of
Directors were received, and therefore submitted the names of the following for re-election.
L. Wayne King - 3 Year Term
Kelley Eckmair - 3 Year Term
Carol Bishop - 3 Year Term
Paul Adamo - to fill the unexpired term of E. James Doi
Motion was made by Joe Bianchi and seconded by Noel Goodspeed for the Secretary to cast one ballot for L. Wayne King, Kelley Eckmair,
Carol Bishop and Paul Adamo as members of the Board of Directors of Sidney Federal Credit Union. Motion carried.
At this time, Mr. Doig, President/CEO welcomed the Board, Supervisory Committee, staff, members and special guests in attendance, along
with the newest Director, Paul Adamo, who is attending his first Annual Meeting with us. He stated that Paul joined the Board in the spring
of last year, very adeptly stepping in to fill the void left by the departure of James Doi, who had been on our Board for 33 years, and left the
area to be closer to his children and grandchildren.
Mr. Doig thanked Jim Guerriere for presenting the Supervisory Report. He noted that in last year’s report it stated that we had fallen a little
continued on page 10
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behind in the completion of some of our internal audits due to the Corelation conversion, but that with the assistance and monitoring of the
Supervisory Committee, we are now back-on-track.
Jim went on to say that it won’t be long before our long relationship with Visa will end, and will be replaced with MasterCard. We are
currently in the middle of a mass re-issue which is expected to be complete within a few weeks, which involves ordering, producing, mailing
and activating roughly 50,000 debit and credit cards, but noted how exciting it is as we will be migrating from magnetic stripe to EMV chip
cards. Because all of our members will now have new cards, any compromised information that cyber-crooks have will be useless, and the
chip technology will be much harder to compromise when used at a Point of Sale, or merchant.
Jim then noted that any discussion of 2016 wouldn’t be complete if it didn’t include some mention of our relatively recent conversion.
Although the actual conversion activities aren’t as fresh in most of our minds as they were this time last year, he said we still spent a
considerable amount of time this past year focusing on the best ways to use our new systems, and addressing issues that weren’t working the
way we needed to for us and our members. But fortunately, most of those issues are behind us and for the most part, we’re using the system
as designed to improve our operations and efficiencies, and Corelation has been a good partner to work with.
Still on our plate is how we will best take advantage of our new FOM (Field of Membership) and roll out our services to new members in
that area. Originally, we thought the best process would be to start locating branches in some of the new areas, but members’ preferences
have been steadily, and fairly quickly changing from visiting branches, to doing as much financial business as they can electronically. To
accommodate that, we’ve switched gears from planning to open new branches, to investing resources in methods and support allowing
current and new members to use their computers, tablets, and especially their smart phones to do most of their transactions. This doesn’t
mean we’ve abandoned our plans to establish some new branches, but we are being more cautious about location and size. In the meantime,
part of our new strategy will be to sign up new dealers in our new FOM. We are currently in the process of hiring someone whose job it will
be to penetrate this new area, and sign up as many reputable dealers as possible.
We seem to be entering a new interest rate environment after about eight years of historically low rates, and for those eight years, most
financial institutions, including sfcu, have been simply tweaking rates on both the loan and deposit side. Starting in December of 2015, the
Fed started slowly increasing rates, which they adjusted again this past December, as well as again earlier this month. It appears that we are
in a new period of steadily increasing rates, and we’ll need to monitor and factor that into many of our pricing decisions for the next several
years.
We could very well be in store for some regulatory relief, noting that the regulatory burden on our industry, as well as others, has been
extremely oppressive for many years, and as we know, work to repeal or significantly modify the Dodd-Frank Act is underway. If
successful, we may enjoy some regulatory freedom we haven’t had in a very long time.
Finally, he went on to thank Wayne King who has been on our Board since 1982, with most of that time as Vice-Chairman, and for the last
three years as our Chair. His term is up today, and we’re very fortunate that he’s agreed to stay on the Board as a Director, but is stepping
down as Chair. He thanked him for his guidance over the last several decades, and especially for the last three years as Chair of the Board.
Mr. Doig along with the rest of the Board, Management and staff are very appreciative of his commitment to sfcu, and the value that he’s
brought to us and our members.
Mr. Doig then introduced Wayne King, Chair of the Board. Wayne thanked all of the attendees for taking the time out of their busy
schedules to attend today’s Annual Meeting, and also noted the resignation of James Doi last year, and welcomed Paul Adamo to his first
annual meeting with sfcu. He noted that Paul brings another area of expertise to the volunteer board, which already has diverse backgrounds
which is essential in providing leadership, direction and financial stability to sfcu.
Wayne reported that sfcu had a very good year in 2016, and that we have to continue to find better ways to serve our members’ needs. With
that comes challenges and with challenges come opportunities, and that includes expanding into our new Field of Membership that we were
granted in 2015. He feels that sfcu is poised for anything the future of our industry brings, especially because of the dedicated and hardworking staff and volunteers of sfcu.
Wayne noted that 68 years ago a handful of people had a vision, that service to our members should always be our primary goal, and that
vision continues strong today, along with the continued loyalty of our members.
In closing, he reminded everyone that as we continue to advance our technology, we should never lose sight of our Mission Statement
“Superior Service, Anytime, Anywhere”.
There being no further business to discuss, motion was made by Joe Bianchi and seconded by Noel Goodspeed to adjourn. Motion carried,
meeting adjourned at 10:30 a.m.
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Chairman

Secretary

“The greater the loyalty of a group toward the group, the greater is the motivation among the members to
achieve the goals of the group, and the greater the probability that the group will achieve its goals.”
-Rensis Likert
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“Choosing a strong
financial institution
early in life, is the best
decision you can
make for your future.”

Our Mission: Dedicated to Superior Service, Anytime, Anywhere!
Our Vision: To Be The First Choice For Financial Services
Our Core Values:
Put People First, Create a Positive Experience, Do the Right Thing and Have Fun
Sidney 42 Union Street, Sidney, NY 13838
Bainbridge
Credit Union Plaza
16 South Main Street
Bainbridge, NY 13733

Norwich
5900 County Rd. 32 &
State Hwy. 23
Norwich, NY 13815

Delhi

Greene

Hancock

5 Main Street
Delhi, NY 13753

65 Genesee Street
Greene, NY 13778

70 West Front Street
Hancock, NY 13783

Oneonta

Oneonta

Walton

53 Market Street
Oneonta, NY 13820

75 Oneida Street
Oneonta, NY 13820

Big M Plaza
3 Liberty Street
Walton, NY 13856

ART (Audio Response Teller) Local: (607) 561- 7328, (607) 432-1451
Toll Free: 1-800- 642- 7328

sfcuonline.org

Call Center Local: (607) 967- 7101 • Toll Free 1-877-642- 7328

Federally Insured by NCUA

